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1. BASIC	  INFORMATION	  

Tool	  name	  

UIMA	  Apertium	  Translator	  

Overview	  and	  purpose	  of	  the	  tool	  

This tool translates text from a source language into a target language. It operates on 
text that has previously been tokenised and morphologically analysed, and POS-
tagged. Target language tokens are assigned POS tags and morphological analyses. 
The Apertium Translator is a module of Apertium machine translation system1 
(Armentano-Ollet et al., 2006). The provided tool can currently operate on a subset of 
the languages that are supported by the Apertium system, namely:  English, Spanish, 
Calatan, Galician, Portuguese and Basque.  

NOTE: The morphological analysis required and POS tagging prior to running the 
transfer component MUST be carried out by running the Apertium morphological 
analyser (which also performs tokenisation), followed by the Apertium POS tagger. 

The tool is provided as a UIMA2 (Ferrucci et al., 2006) component, specifically as 
Java archive (jar) file, which can be incorporated within any UIMA workflow. It can 
be run within the U-Compare text mining platform (Kano et al., 2009; Kano et al., 
2011; see separate META-SHARE record), since the types of annotations it produces 
are compliant with the U-Compare. However, U-Compare does not currently support 
visualization of the output of this tool, since multiple subjects of analysis (sofas) are 
used. The output of the tool may, however, be visualized using the UIMA annotion 
viewer.  

The Apertium morphological analyser and POS tagger are also available as a UIMA 
components (called ApertiumMorpho and ApertiumPOS, respectively). 

A	  short	  description	  of	  the	  algorithm	  
 
The transfer module of Apertium uses bilingual dictionaries and structural transfer 
rules to perform the translation. Morphological dictionaries are used to generate 
appropriate surface forms in the target language. See the Apertium documentation 
(http://wiki.apertium.org/wiki/Documentation) for more information.  
 

                                                
1 http://www.apertium.org/ 
2 http://uima.apache.org/ 



2. TECHNICAL	  INFORMATION	  

Software	  dependencies	  and	  system	  requirements	  
The tool can most easily be run using the U-Compare platform (see separate META-
SHARE record).  The only requirement to run U-Compare is for Java 6 to be 
installed.  
 
To run the tool as a UIMA component independently of U-Compare, Apache UIMA 
must be installed (see http://uima.apache.org/). UIMA must currently also be installed 
in order to use the UIMA annotation viewer, to view the output of the module 
(although support for MT components in U-Compare is planned.  
 

Installation	  
 
In order to run the Apertium Translator in U-Compare, it must be imported into U-
Compare.  Information about downloading and running U-Compare can be found in 
the documentation associated with the META-SHARE record for the U-Compare 
Workbench or the U-Compare website: http://nactem.ac.uk/ucompare/.  
 
Importing the UIMA component (provided as the file ApertiumMorpho.jar) is carried 
out in U-Compare as follows:  
 
1) From the “Library” menu in the U-Compare Workbench, choose the item “Register 
External Components (Edit Classpath)”. This will cause a window to appear that 
allows external components to be managed. It is shown in Figure 1.  
 
 



 
Figure 1: External component management window 

 
2) Click on the button “Add Jar File(s) to Classpath”, and browse to the location 
where the file “ApertiumTranslator.jar” has been saved, and click on “Open”. The 
will cause the file to be displayed in the list of files in the external component 
manager window.  
 
3) Ensure that box next to the file “ApertiumTranslator.jar” is checked in the external 
component manager window. Then, click the “Search for Component Descriptors” 
button. A “Component Descriptors Search Results” window will appear (Figure 2).  
 
 

Figure 2: Component Descriptor Search Results window 
 

4) Check the box next to “ApertiumTranslator”, and click on the “Add Selected 
Components” button. The name of the component will then appear in the library on 
components on the right hand side of the main U-Compare workbench window, under 
“Custom components”, and it can then be used in workflows.  
 
 
	  



Execution	  instructions	  
Within U-Compare, the tool can be executed through inclusion in workflow. This can 
be done simply by dragging and dropping it onto the workflow canvas using the 
graphical user interface of the U-Compare workbench. See the META-SHARE record 
“U-Compare Workbench” for more details.  Alternatively, it can be incorporated into 
other UIMA-based workflows, by following the documentation on the Apache UIMA 
site: http://uima.apache.org/ 
 
The component must be configured before use, to tell the component the source and 
target languages to be used during the translation.  This is done by specifying a value 
for the “languagePair” parameter.  The value of the “languagePair” parameter consists 
of two-letter codes for the languages, joined with a hyphen, where the first language 
is the source language, and the second is the target language, e.g. “pt-es” is used when 
Portuguese is the source language and Spanish is the target language.  
 
Possible values of the languagePair attribute that can currently be used are as follows:    
"en-es", "es-en", "gl-es", "es-gl", "es-pt", "pt-es", "es-ca", "ca-es" and "eu-es". If a 
non-valid value is entered, then the language pair will default to "en-es", i.e., POS 
tagging for English will be carried out 
 
When being run within U-Compare, the value of the “languagePair” parameter can be 

set by clicking on the  icon. This will cause a parameter configuration window to 
appear, allowing the user to enter the appropriate language pair string. A part of this 
window is shown in Figure 3. The value entered means that the component will be 
configured to carry out morphological analysis for Spanish. 
 

 
Figure 3: Configuration of LanguagePair parameter 

 
NOTE: When running the comoment in U-Compare, it is recommended to place a 
component of type “Xmi Writer CAS consmer” as the end of the workflow. This will 
cause the contents of the CAS to be written to an xmi format file, which can 
subsequently be displayed using the external UIMA Annotation viwer. 

Input/Output	  data	  formats	  

Input	  data	  formats	  
The tool operates on text that has previously been tokenised, morphologically 
analysed and POS tagged. The type of morphological analysis and POS tagging 
expected are those produced by the Apertium morphological analyser and POS 
tagging modules. Hence, the UIMA component corresponding to the Apertium 



morphological analyser (ApertiumMorpho), followed by the UIMAcomponent 
corresponding to the Apertium POS Tagger (ApertiumPOS) MUST be run prior to 
this POS tagger. This will ensure that annotations of type “ApertiumToken”, which 
store both morphological and POS information, will be added to the UIMA Common 
Analysis Structure (CAS), which are required as input to the translator component.  

Output	  data	  format	  
The result of running the Apertium POS tagger is that a new “view” of the text (called 
targetSofa) is created. This contains the translated text, in which each token has an 
associated “ApertiumToken” annotation, storing morphological and POS information 
about the generated token.  
 

Integration	  with	  external	  tools	  
As mentioned above, the tool can only be run within U-Compare framework, or more 
generally, within the UIMA framework.    

3. CONTENT	  INFORMATION	  
 
After the workflow ApertiumMorpho->ApertiumPOS->ApertiumTranslator-Xmi 
Writer CAS consumer has been run, the results can be inspected using the UIMA 
Annotation viewer. When the UIMA Annotation viewer is first started, a window 
appears (shown in Figure 4) in which a couple of configuration parameters must be 
set. These are:  
1) The directory where the output XMI files are stored, 
2)The type system descriptor file. This should be: 
apertiumTypeSystemDescriptor.xml, which can be found within the src directory of 
the ApertiumTranslator.jar file.  
 

 
Figure 4: UIMA Annotation Viewer configuration 

 
Clicking on the “View” button in the configuration window will cause a list of xmi 
files in the specified directory to be viewed. If an Input Text Reader has been used in 
U-compare, then the name of the file will be “interactive_temp.txt.xmi”. Clicking on 



the name of an xmi file will cause an annotation viewer window containing that file to 
be displayed.  The viewer is illustrated in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5: UIMA Annotation Viewer: Source language display 

 
 
The annotation editor in figure 5 shows a news article that has been taken from the 
BBC news website, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/.  In this case, this is this the source 
(i.e, untranslated text). As required by the Translator module, the source text has been 
morphologically analysed and POS-tagged, using the ApertiumMorpho and 
ApertiumPOS modules. Clicking on each token causes information about its 
associated “ApertiumToken” annotation to be displayed in the right hand pane. The 
information includes the begin and end offsets of the token, its part of speech (the 
posString attribute), the base form of the token and any morphological information 
that is associated with it. In the case that the token is constitutes a contraction, the 
values of the “posString”  , “base” and “morphology” attributes will contain”+” signs, 
separating information about the individual words.  
 
The translated text can be viewed by changing the value in the “Sofa” drop-down 
menu at the bottom of the annotation viewer to “targetSofa”. Figure 6 shows the view 
of the same article, translated into Spanish.  
 
 
 



 
Figure 5: UIMA Annotation Viewer: Target language display 

 
In the representation of the target language, each translated token also has an 
associated “ApertiumToken” annotation, which provides the same types of 
information as the source language, i.e. POS, base form and morphological 
information. Words that cannot be translated are marked with an asterisk (*) and 
remain in the source language form.  
 
When run as part of a workflow with the Apertium morphological analyser and 
Apertium POS tagger on a single core machine with 8 GB RAM, the Apertium 
Translator takes approximately 11.3 seconds to run on the 1KB text, with the 
complete workflow taking around 11.74 seconds.  
 

4. LICENCES	  
 
a) The ApertiumTranslator UIMA wrapper is licensed using the GNU General Public 
License version 2.0 (GPLv2). Please see “COPYING.txt” in the “Licences” directory. 
Please acknowledge the National Centre for Text Mining, University of Manchester if 
you use the ApertiumTranslator UIMA component 
b) The underlying Apertium software is licensed using the GNU General Public 
License version 2.0 (GPLv2). Please see “COPYING.txt” in the “Licences” directory. 
c) The UIMA framework is licenced using the Apache licence. Please see 
“Apache.txt” in the licenses directory.  



 

5. ADMINISTRATIVE	  INFORMATION	  

Contact	  
Contacts for the Apertium system can be found here: 
http://wiki.apertium.org/wiki/Contact 
 
For further information regarding this UIMA wrapper for the Apertium 
morphological analyser module, please contact Sophia Ananiadou:  
sophia.ananiadou@manchester.ac.uk 
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